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SUMMARY
Three types of flexible baffles, cantilevered flexible, hinged, and slamming baffles
were tested by subjeeting the baffle to a sinusoidal velocity variation in water far
from the free surface. Ener_, losses were obtained, made dimensionless as the
loss coefficient, as a flmetion of the flexibility and period parameter. The hydrogen
bubble technique was developed and used to visualize the flow about the baffle. Two
distinct flow regimes were observed. A 700 ft 16mm silent motion picture of the
flow visualization has been made as part of this report. Six p_'inted sections of this
movie have been analyzed by tracing baffle tip and vortex center positions.
The cantileveredflexiblebafflehas ml optimum flexibilityfor max_aura losscoefficient,
normalizedby thelosscoefficientofthe rigidbaffle.The optimum flexibilityand nor-
malizedlosscoefficientbotllincreasewishdecreasingperiodparameter. The datafor
thistypebafflehas been fittedwithan empiricalequationand used to determinethe
baffleefficiencyfor circulartankswithaxisymmetric and lateralslosh,and rectan_l-
lar tanks with lateral slosh. At a period par am eter of 2, the baffie with optimums)flexibility is 10 times more efficient than a baffle which is nearly rigid.
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Section i
INTRODUCTION
i.i THE PROB LE I_
The danger of propellant sloshing causing unstable modes for space vehicles is well
known. The amount of damping required for stabilitycan be determined from analog
studies. The problem is then reduced to findinga bafflearrangement of minimum
weight which willperform the necessary amount of damping. The determination of
thisoptimum might be attempted infull-scaleor model tests. However, since baffles
are usually annular plates mounted r'gidlyto the wall, ifsection loss coefficients
are availablefor the various bafflet39es of interest,the optir_um can be approxi-
mately determined analytically. Since a baffleis only effectivewhen close to the
surface a series of baffleswillbe required to provide the necessary damping in a
draining tar&. The baffleweight then becomes important. This study was initiated
to examine the feasibilityof using flexibleand moveable baffletypes for reducing the
b_dfleweight ior a given damping.
1.2 RELAT_-D WORK
Miles (i)*firstused the pote._ml solutionfor the fundamental slosh mode in a circular
tank and combined itwith section loss coefficientsfor a ring baffle. These he obtained
from the drag coefficientdata of Keulegm_ and Carpenter (2)for a perpendicular fiat
plate. Silveira,Stephens,and Leonard (3)tested various axisymmetric rigid baffles
\.
in two circular tanks and obtained very good agreement with O'Neill'sversion (4)
of iWile_'equation except when the baffleis one bafflewidth or closer to the surface
as shown in Figure 1. Cole and Gambucci (5) obtained experimental loss coefficients
*See Reference Section.
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for a wide variety of two dimensiop:tl b.lfilc shapes including the effect of a nearby
free surface (see discussion in Section 2. o_.=' They also tested two three-dimensional _
baffle shapes and the two-dimensional flat _'ing as ascd by Siiv_ira et al but did not
attempt to correlate any of their data with other author:s results Recently Abramson
and Garza (6) also confirmed Miles' result for solid ring b'Mfles and examined the
effect of ring baffles with perforations in more detail. However, no rigid baffle has
been reliably reported to be more effective per unit baffle weight than the simple
ring baffle. Preliminar3, unpublished evidence of Siiveira, Stephens,and Leonard
indicated that a flexible baffle could be more effective than a rigid baffle o_ the same
size, * and, of course, much lighter.
Using a different testing method Martin (7) also obtained drag coefficients for a per-
pendicular fiat plate. While both Keulegan and Carpenter (2) and Martin (7) observed
vortices being shed from the tips of their plates, they did not consider how the flow
losses were related to these vortices.
The theoretical determination of the drag or energy loss of a bluff body, such as a
perpendicular plate, would requi_ _ either a complete _olution of the Navier-Stokcs
equations for the desired boundary conditions or a good technique fo_" obtaining ap-
proximate solutions. Even for laminar flow no Navier-Stokes solutions of interest
have been obtained. For a bluff body in a steady flow Kirchoff's free streamline ,"
theory andvon "Karmp.n's vorLex street have been combined by Roshko (8, 9) to obtain
an approximate solution but it is still dependent upon one experimental measurement.
Furthermore, this method does not give a fundamental explanation of the flow phe-
nomenon involved immediately behind the body. For oscillating motion of the plate,
a completely different flow occurs if the amplitude of the oscillation is small or of
the same order of magnitude as the plate width. This phenomenon has been examined
to some extent by McNown (10) and McNown and Keulcgan (11) for a sinusoidal oscil-
lation by examining the interrelation between the drag and virtual mass coefficients.
Anten (12) has considered the growth of the vortex from the tip of a semi-infinite
*Private communication from D. Stephens NASA Langley Field.
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perpendicular plate which is instantaneously accelerated from zero to a constant ve-
locity. Fromm (13)has successfully programmed the Navier Stokes equations in finite
difference form onto a large computer and has obtained a solution for the starting
flow about a perpendicular baffle extending into a channel at a Reynolds number of
400. For just how long after the starting of motion this program produces acceptable
results is unknown. It is known, however, that convergehce of the computer solution
quickly becomes a problem as the Reynolds number increases.
1.3 RESEARCH PROGRAM
It still appears that the only method for obtaining loss coefficients for a given baffle
shape is by experiment Loss coefficients were measured with three types of baffles:
a uniformly flexible baffle cantilevered from a wall, a rigid baffle but hinged to the
wall and spring loaded, and a baffle free to translate perpendicular to its plane be-
tween rigid stops {see Figure 2. ) These three baffles are denoted as Types I, II, and
III, respectively. Considering the good agreement between .r_les' theoretical relation-
ship and Silveira's data described above, two major simplifications in obtaining loss
coefficients were made: 1) use of only a sinusoidally-varying velocity field (or equiva-
lently, oscillate the baffle in a sinusoidal manner in a quiescent fluid), and 2) elimi-
nation of the effect of the free _urface. The meaning of these simplifications is
discussed in Section 2.5. Two experimental apparatuses were used it. this study.
First the baffle was mounted in the center of the bottom of a rectangular tank and
_he d_cay of the sloshing amplitude noted. This is reported in Section 2.2. However,
the maximum period parameter (see Section 2.1 for its definition) was limited to a
value considerably below that expected by experimental uncertanty. Baffle Types I
and III were then tested in a pendulum apparatus. This is reported in Section 2.3.
To better understand the physical phenomenon involved flow visualization about the \
baffle was performed using the rather new technique involving hydrogen bubbles;
see Section 2.4.
Using the two dimensienal loss coefficients obtained in Section 2, the baffle flexibility
for both circular and _vo-dimensional tanks is optimized in Section 3.
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Section 2
THE FLUID MECHANICS PROBLEM
2.1 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
We consider here the dimensiona: analysis for a flexible baffle translating sinusoid._lly
in an infinite, uniform fluid (far from a free surface. ) _ a plate perpendicular to the
direction of motion is used to represent the baffle, then, one might expect that the
flow would be symmetric and each l=alf of the plate might be considered as representing
a baffle mounted to an inviscid wall. However, as is discussed later, it is known
that in steady flow the forces on such a pla_,_ "_:c strongly affected by placing a splitter
plate on she plane of symmetry. :".'c add, then, to our geometry a splitter plate r_
length 2S which is infinitely thin and parallel to the transla'A(Ja. The baffle is 2D
wide and has thickness t (v'e limit our discussion temporarii:, _.o the Type I baffle).
The two-dimensional, incompressible flow problem can then l,: _ated as (see List
of Symbols)
AE or F = [(D, S, p, _, U, T, t, E, ' ,_,bj (2.1)
These ten independent quantitms con;ai_ 'J,_';_e di.'ncn:,, for which the Pi theorem
allows a maximum of 7 independent dimensionless qu: _;cs, but only 5 are used
AE or F = f[__T S p_TD (D) pD 2 (2.2)
pU3TD _2U2D ' D' _ ' T 2 '
If the baffle were neglig;bly _hin but rigid, the first three quantities on the right side
would determine the flow. For flexible baffles with small deflections it is known
from stress analysis that u and E will only appear as ( 1 - v2)/E . In this study i
w
the baffle thickness will always be small enough as to not cause any noticeable fluid i|
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mechanics effects, so t/D is not considered alone, but is combined as
(D/t)3( 1 - v2 )/E a parameter common in elastmity theory. It has been made
dimensionless avoiding the use of velocity to keep its effect better separable from
that of the period parameter, and is denoted the flexibibty parameter,
(D/t)3[( 1 - u2)/E]pD2/T 2 _ F A . The third quantity is a Reynolds number. :?or
the hinged baffle v and E are replaced in (1) L_ythe torsional spring constant, k,
and the appropriate flexibility parameter is developed in Appendix A. For tl',e slam-
ming baffle the flexibility parameter is based upon he gap between stops, the distance
the baffle is allowed to travel, g, and is simply g/D, which is d_notedthe g:_pparameter.
For both of these latter two cases the baffJ e is assumed to operate on f"mtionless pins,
2.2 SLOSHING TANK APPARATUS
There are two methods fordeterminingthe energy Jissipationdue to;_body ina peri-
odicflow. Eitherthe hnstantaneousforcecan be integratedwithrespecttoposition
--e.
change f F • dx , or thechange inenergy _fthe medium c&n be determined. This
latterl;rinciplewas used inbothapparatusesofth".study.
Ina two-dim2nsionalhorizontalrectmngulaz'tankatrestconta{aingan inviscidfluio
inperiodicmotiondue tothefundamentals!oshh_gmode the ,elocityata pointis, in
general,a complicatedcombination9ftrigonometricand h_erbolic functions.(See
Ref. 2 for the equations.) However, on the centerlineof the tank both the hori-
z,ataland verticalvelocitycomponents reduce tota-igonometricfungtions.A.tthe
bottom ofthe tanktheverticalcomponent ofthevelocityisofcourse, zero. i,-h_rther-
more, neithervelocitycom.,xmentchangesrapidlyinthisbottom centerregionofthe
tank. Advantage was takenofbhisphenomenon and baffleswere mounted on the
centerline at the bottom of a rectangular tank. \
2. 2.1 Apparatus
A glass tank 20 in. long by 12 in. wide was used for this experiment. The quiescent
water depth was al_ys 7. 5 in. An extra bottom was placed in the tank so that the
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bars clamping the baffle were flush with the'bottom surface. (See Figure'2 for the
arrangement of the baffles in the tank. ) The tank rested on a flat surface hinged near
one end of the tank. Figxtre 3 shows the tank with a baffle mounted it. it, but the tank
support has been modified for flow visualizaticn.
A BLH SR4 strait, gauge load cell under the other end measured the instantaneous
torque about the hinge. A height probe simply consisted of seven electrical wires
ending vertically at various heights between zero and 1-1/2 in. above the quiescent
water level. The conductivity of the water was great enough so that it was easily
determined what wires were reached by the surface during any cycle. The signals
from both the height probe and load cell were recorded on a multichannel Offner
Dynograph paper chart recorder. This recorder is disth_gmished by its rapid response
accurateat150 cps - and itslinearityand sensitivity- as greatas i #V/ram. A
decadividerbatteryarrangement allowedvaryingzero suppressionso thatthesensitive
scalescouldbe used here.
Type Ibaffles(cantileveredflexible)were cutfrom Type A mylar ofvariousthicknesses
between0.001 and 0.010 in.,and Type 302 stainless teelof0.001 and 0.002 in.thick-
hess. Allbaffleswere cutso that1 • 0.01 in.protrudedabove thebottom surface.
Bafflesofallthreetypesextendedthefull12 in.widthofthetank, allowingonlya few
thousandthsofan inchateach end forclearance. The thicknesstoleranceofthemylar
was within10% of£hethickness,and withinone halften-thousandsinchforthestainless
steel.Young'smodulus ofelasticityand Poisson'sratioforthe mylar were determined
tobe 800,000 psiand 0.3, respectively,for samples from the same supplier.The
Type IIbaffle(h_,ged)consi_,tedof1/16 in.aluminum 1 in.by 12 in. A small pin
hinge at each end allowed it to rotate. Four sets of springs were made, calibrated,
and adjusted so as to have two of each spring constant (±3%): k = 1.05, 0.43, 5.0,
and 11.4 oz/in., for spring sets 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. A set of these were
attached to the baffle near one end at a radius arm of 0.20 in. (See Figure 2. )
2-3
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The Type III baffle (slamming) was of the same material and size as the Type E, but
supported 0.5l_ in. above the bottom surface by a long 1/16 in. diameter rod near each
end of the baffle znd perpendicular to it. The rods were supported it, small journals
about 4 in. from the baffle so as to be far from the fluid motion of the baffle.(See
Figure 2. ) The weight of the moving part, the baffle and rods, _as 128 gm. Adjustable
stops limited the baffle travel to various amounts. The friction at the sliding contacts
was made as small as reasonably practical.
2.2.2 Procedure
From Kuelegan and Carpenter's second-order equations (?_ for the shape of the sur-
face and the velocity components of a fluid in a rectangular tank, the energy of the
fluid is easily related to the maximum surfac3 height. From their equations it is noted
that when the fluid reaches its maximum amplitude durh_g a cycle the velocity is every-
where zero (except for the rotational motion of the fluid) so al] the fluid energy is
potential energy, which is determined by integrating the surface shape. This yields
(see Appendix B)
2[ a2 ]Lw k2 +N2/24 1+_ 16
where
-B +VB 2 + 4Bh B = 4a =
2 k(N 1 + N 2)
M
N1 = cosh21dt N2 = eosh 2kH(cosh2kH + 2)
sinh 2kH sinh3 kH
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Noting the fluid height at the end of the tank using the height probe simultaneously with
the load cell reading allowed the latter to be expressed directly in terms of the poten-
tial energy. The calibration curves are shown in Figure 4. The torque due to the
force on the baffle is negligible compared to the torque due to the wave because the
baffle force has a very small moment arm.
The fluid is set in motion by carefully rocking the tank by hand at the natural frequency
rate and then setting it down on the load cell. Good wave shapes were obtained with
amplitudes as great as 2 :_. The load cell output was recorded on the Offner on a very
sensitive scale, 2 #V/mm, with carefully calibrated zero suppression to allow accurate
recording over a large range of wave an_plitudes, 2 to 0.05 in.
A sample of the data is shown in Figure 5. Four or five runs were recorded and the
peak load cell readings of the best three runs were averaged. These values were
plotted and the slope o_:the resulting curves carefully determined by using the mirror
technique. These sloJ_s are proportional to the energy loss per cycle. The same
procedure was performed for the no baffle case to obtain the residual losses. The
slopes were then plotted versus load cell reading so that the no baffles loss could be
deducted. Typical curves are shown in Figure 6. The velocity used in C L and U__TD
was that which wotUd exist at the baffle tip if the baffle were not there. This procedure
was also followed by Keulegan and Carpenter (2) for determining u and is discussed
in Section 2.5.
2.2.3 Results
UT
Figure 7 sho_s C L vs _ for the Type I baffles. The average flexibility, FA , is
indicated for each baffle. The period increases about 2% as the period parameter
decreased from 2.6 to 0.3 causing i A to decrease 4% between these limits. While
', '_ese data appear erratic in this plot wi_ large bumps in the data, some interesting
points a:'e to be noted. The most flexible baffles, the 0.001, 0.0015, and 0.002 in.
mylar have much steeper slopes than the rest, the last of these being the best baffle
!
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for a range at the lower period parameters. Both stainless steel baffles have very
pronounced minimum CL'S near UT/D of 0.4. The stiffer mylar baffles behave
very similarly to the rigid baffle.
Figure 8 shows C L vs UT/D for the for Type _ baffles tested and again, the rigid
baffle (it is a limiting case for each type of baffle. ) Even though there is a large
range of flexibility in the 4 sets of springs, there are only very small differences
between the resulting loss coefficients. For this reason, study of the Type II baffle
was not pursued any further.
2.3 PENDULUM APPARATUS
2.3.1 Apparatus
For a pendulum oscillating through a small angle the angular velocity is sinusoidal,
and at a large radius from the axis this motion will be nearly linear. Martin (7) made
use of these principles to obtain, average drag coefficients for rigid baffles by attaching
them to a pendulum, and this method is used here. A tank 37 in. wide, 5 ft long and
6 ft high was available and used for these tests. To a 1-in. steel shaft held by two
ball bearings was attached a pendulum arm and strut, as shown in Figures 9A and 9B.
The strut, 1/4 in. thick and 30 in. long was tapered from 3 to 1 in. and aerodynamically
shaped. The strut held the b&ffle through two baffle support bars, 36.8 in. from the
shaft center to the baffle center (See Figures 10A and 11). These bars were 1/4 in. by
1-1/4 in. steel with outer edges tapered for betzer aerodynamic flow. The inner edges
were kept square so as to clamp the baffle securely with 6 screws between the support
bars. These bars were actually attached to the strut via two rigid offset angles so as
to allow the upper half of the baffle considerable deflection before touching. The baffles x
and support bars were 36 in. long, allowing 1/2-in. clearance between the tank walls.
At rest, the baffle was 25 in. from the surface and 37 in. from the bottom. At a deflec-
tion of 10 in., the baffle was 20 in. from the nearest wall. The pendulum arm consisted
of a shaft 1.5 in. by 3.5 in. by 5 ft. Near the end were clamped eight 20 lb weights,
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the maximum that could be conveniently attached. A pointer attached to this arm at
53.4 in. indicated the angxtlar deflection on a ruler curved to this radius.
For testing Type I5 baffles, the baffle support bars were drilled and reamed to accept
four small pins, the baffle being bolted to the center of the pins (Figure 10B). The
bars were clamped together with various-sized spacers in between to create a gap
from 0. 022 to 0. 413 in. wide for the baffle to slam back and forth, riding on the pins,
(Figurcs 10B and 11). Several tests were made with rigid baffles without the baffle
support t)ars and also with thin splitter plates of various len_hs. These rigid baffles
were _.,ade 1/8 in. thick, but with the edges tapered to 1/16 in. - the thickness of the
rig_ baffles that were clamped by the baffle support bars.
A straingauge bridgeconsistingoffour120-_ foilgauges was mounted on small
sectionsofflatedges ofthestrutata radiusof20 in. The signalfrom thisbridge
was amplifiedand recorded on the OffnerDynogTaph describedinSection2.2.2. A
one-t-tLrnprecision20,000 - _2potentiometermounted on the end oftheshaftwas used
torecord instantm_eousangularposition.An angular_elocJtytransducerwas devised
usingt!_econceptthatcurrentequalsrateofchange ofthequantity,_oltstimes capaci-
tance. The voltagewas heldconstantat380 V across a variableaircapacitorof
1,000 pF whichwas connectedtothe shaft. The capacitancevariedlinearlywith
angulardeflection,so by measuring thecurrentintothecapacitorthe angularvelocity
was determined.
2.3.2 Procedure
At the position of nmximum angular deflection all of the energy in the pendulum is
potential, thus
PE = Wrcg(1 - cos0) = Wr + "T + "'" (2.3)
2-7
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The quantity Wr was determined by careful calibration using a string with a
cg
calibrated weight, w, hanging on it to deflect the pendulum al_ amount 0 ; by
measuring the angle fl the force F which is horizontal, need not be known. Since
the sum of the torque is zero, the quantity Wrcg is rela:ed to w and fl by
C 1 )= wr 1 (2.4)Wrcg a tanfi tan0
7
From readings varying w and _, Wrcg w,_s -_ __ f%J._%\,\determined to be 999 ft lb for the tests
described here. i \ a '
The operating procedure, startingwithnegligible ..,j_ _¢_ n&
wave amplitude in the large tank, was to obtain _ '_ "\'\
on the scales, approximately 12 deg) by care-
fullypullingon a stringattachedtothe pendulum \
arm so as not to excite the bending nah_rai ire- _ _ -_
quency of the pendulum arm (Lf excited, this \_-
vibration would cause the strut and b_fle to _ =-F
vibrateintheplaneperpendiculartothe plane
of the main oscillation. ) The velocity disl_lace-
ment and swain signals were then recorded on
the Offner Dynegraph while the maximum amplitude of each cycle was read manually.
With a little practice it was possible to read this to the nearest graduation on the scale,
\.
0.01 in. The data for the maximum deflections denoted r 0, were plotted e'er twom
or three runs.
Figure 12 is a typical curve of r0 vs cycle nurnbcr. By determining the difference
in r 0 for each cycle and _sing it in the differential of Eq. (2.3), the change in potential
m
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ener_¢ (i. e., total energy) per cycle vs maximum angular deflections for the 3 in. by
0.005 in. mylar baffle is reflected in Figure 13. The losses in the system due to
sources other than the baffle, Ae, were calibrated by performing the test without
the bafqe and baffle support bars. The net change in energy per cycle due to losses
created by the baffle is then taken to be AE = APE - Ae. At the low amplitudes
where the net potential energy change for the baffle was one third or less of the gross
potential energy change, the values were not plotted or used further.
The maximum velocity over a cycle, U, was obtained by noting that the motion of
2_
the pendulum is essentially sinusoidal, so If = x -- where x is tbe average ofoT' o
the maximum amplitudes at the beginning and end of a cycle. With the values of AE
and U, loss coefficients and period parameters were calculated using the definitioas
given in Section 2.1.
Considerable difficulty was encountered with drifting of the strain gauge calibration.
A new set of strain gauges were mounted, relieving the problem consideralq.y (both
sets were mounted by experienced personnel in the solid mechar.ics laboratory).
Fortunately, highly accurate straia gauge readings were not needed. The accuracy
obtained was more than adequate to determine the maximmn force fcr stress limit
calculations and the relations between force, velocity, and displacement. The final
strah_ gauge calibration shown in Figx_re 14 was determined by supporting the strut
in a horizontal position and hanging calibrated weights at a known distance from the
swain gauges.
2.3.3 Results
Offner chart recordings of force versus time for 3 h_. rigid, 0. 004 in. stainless steel
and 0. 005 in. mylar baffles are shown in Figm-e 15. Note tha'_ force is more peaked
the more rigid the baffle. Similar recordings for the slamming baffle are shown in
Figure 16.
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Figure 17 shows force versus distance along the baffle arc as plotted by an x-y recorder
for the 0. 003 in. by3in, mylar baffle. The dark central spot is the F = x = 0
position. Along a vertical line through this point x = 0 and the velocity is a maximum
(sinusoidal velocity variation is assumed by the large angular momentum of the pendulum
arm) but the force is a maximum before this point is reached.
The loss coefficients as period parameter for 11 different Type I baffles are pcesented ---
in Figures 18A through 18G in ascending ordcr of flcxibility. Thc incrcase in thc
period from 2.32 sec at large amplitudes of 10 deg deflection to 2.46 sec at small
amplitudes causes negligible change in the flexibility parameter. The dotted c_rves
are best fits and tim solid curves are the empirical correlation described in Section 3,
where A and B are functions of flexibility. While the baffle is dcscribed by its
full width: its half width is defined as D to be consistent with the slosh tank results.
However, a further modification is necessary in the flexibility parameter to relate it
to the tip deflection. Denoting the baffle support bar width as 25
c, ,2F= x t !
T2 (2.5)
For the 2-in. baffles the period parameter rangcs from 3 to 30, and for the 4-in.
baffles, 1 to 13. The average slope of the curves becomes increasingly more negative
with greater flexibility. Little trend can be found in the shape of the curves except in \
general, the stiffer baffles tend to have very little curvature, and the few most flexible
baffles tend to have an inflection point, being steepest in the middle. No consistent
difference can be determined between the shape of the mylar and stainless steel curves.
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Figure 19 is a cross plot of Figure 18, loss coefficient vs flexibility. Values for the
rigid b_fle, F = 0, are plotted on the y-axis and are limiting values. At the higher
period parameters CL continuaF, y decreases with flexibility, and the plotted points
are very consistent. With decreasing period parameter, larger discrepancies between
the baffles develop with the smaller baffles having larger loss coefficients. Curves
determined from Eq. (2.5) are solid, the dotted again beLug best fit curves. Fig-
ure 20A shows rigid plate results for the no splitter plate case from all known sources:
this apparatus with its 2 and 4 inch width baffles, Martin (7), and Keulegan and
.Carpenter (2). The results from these two references were presented as average
drag coefficient, but this is converted to loss coefficient as follows:
T
_E = _0 Udt= D
0
Taking CD constant and U = U sin o_tO
7r/o_ 4 #DCDU3°AE - pDCDU3° Jo sin 3 o_tdt =
2
CL = _C D
The data of Martin and Keulegan and Carpenter agree very well. For the present
2 inch baffle tests, C L is 20 percent below their values.
0
The effect of thin and thick splitter plates is examined in Figures 20B, 21A, and 2lB.
All 4-in. baffle cases are plotted in Figure 20B. The splitter plate to width ratio,
S/D varies from 0 to 2, yet no effect can be detected. Figure 2!A contains all 2-in.
rigid baffle data. No difference exists between the 4 and 8-in. total-len_dl splitter
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plates, but with the baffle support bars (I/4-in. lhitk splitb?r, plates) C L is 10%
greater at large period parameter. Th_ 4-in. b_fle data are 10% greater, S = 0, 4.
The sloshing tank results are also shown; they appeax" to be only one-third of the value
obtained for the pendulum apparatus. The curves of Figure 21B _'e obtained using
the baffle support bars with 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-in. width baffles. Agreement is very
good at lower period parameters, but each baffle shows a greater C L at its maximum
UT/D than the smaller baffles.
Twenty-seven Type III baffles were tested. They are listed in Table 1. Loss coef-
ficient versus period parameter for the Type lII baffle is plotted in Figures 22, 23,
and 24. In the fn'st, data for a 3-in. aluminum baffle with various gap-to-baffle width
ratios is paresnted, including one with "zero gap"' meaning no motion, though there
was a total gap between the baffle support bars of 0. 345 in., not including the baffle.
To see if this gap had any appreciable effect on this size baffle, 3-in. Type I baffle
results are also included, the support bars here being tight against the baffle. All
values are within 10% of each other with no trend evident for the effect of gap width.
Figure 23 shows the effect of baffle mass; 3-in. aluminum, plastic and stainless steel
baffles all at a gap to width ratio of 0. 139. In Figaxre 24 various width plastic baffles
are plotted. The gap-to-width ratio, however, does vary here. Results from the
other 25 runs with Type III baffles are not presented, as they show no further trends.
2.4 FLOW VISUALIZATION
2.4.i Apparat'as
Considerable experimenting with the appaxatus was necessary before good pictures
were obtained. The arrangement finally used is shown in Figm'e 3. The same tank \
used for the results reported in Section 2.2 was used, but with the support it was resting
on now hinged in the middle. This was oscillated by a cam and lever arrangement
that was driven by a variable speed gear motor. Several amplitudes of oscillations
were available, all being oaly a few thousandths of an inch.
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Table 1
SLAMMING BAFFLE TEST PROGRAM
Baffle
Baffle GapRun Width
Material (in.)(in.)
(no baffle calibration)
11-17-1 4 aluminmu 0. 278
-18-1 0. 099
-2 3 0. 413
-3 0.27S
-4 0. 099
-5 O.150
-6 0. 055
-7 0. O22
11-19-1 0. 208
-2 0. 336
-3 0
-4 phenolic 0. 208
-5 0. 413
-6 0. 022
-7 stainless 0. 022
(no baffle calibration)
-8 3 stainless 0. 208
-9 0. 413
-10 4 phenolic 0. 278.
-11 0. 208
(no baffle calibration)
- 12 4 i_henolic 0. 285
-13 0.343
- 14 2 0. 208
11-20-1 0. 413
-2 0
-3 1 0. 055
-4 0.413
-5 0
(no baffle calibra'ion)
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Schraub, et al (15) have developed the hydrogen bubble techni,Tae fol flow visuali-
zation, the method used here, into a most useful research tool for fluid flows. The
apparatus consists of a d--c power supply, _ R-C _-'Asing system and the probe itself.
A universal electronic regulated power su,,_plh" (Mo_el 425-A) was used as the d-c
sota'ce while the pulser was dcsigmed a_,d built _o allow for a wide range of pulsing
rates. Two probes placed onthetank centerline each made of six 0. 003-1n. platinum wires
which were soldered to heavier support wires. These support wires ex_ended at a
45-deg angle from near the bc.se of the baffle to the ta,,k w_il 'a,_d were mounted on a
rigid frame. The platinum wires, 1/2 in. long, lie parallel to the baffle length on each
side. All supporting wires and exposed terminals were insulated by spraying with
sprayed-on liquid insulator. The probe was wired as one termLnal while a metal plate
placed in another ,art of the tank was connected to the other side of the d-e supply,
A Belland Howell 16-mm mo¢ie camera was placedinlinewiththeba_le 16 in.from
the planeofflowvisualization.Film speeds of32 and 64 frames/see were used.
The pointsofinterestinthefilmstripsthatwere analyzedwere read on a Vanguard
filmreader. This instrumentprojectsthefilmon a oo-roundglass screen,magnific2
tioncross hairscan be locatedover thepointof interestm,d the positionread tothe
nearestthousandthsofan inch.
2.4.2 Procedure
Considerable adjusting of the cam travel _ld motor speed s_tting was necessary to
obtain the desired sloshing amplitude with the cam driving the apparatus near the
natural frequency. This was necessary so as to obtain a vortex Eh_dding pattern as
symmetric as possible. At this point the motion of the t',mk was so small as to be
negligible compared to tl'e motion of the liquid in the tank. W_.th the liquid oscillation \
at the desired amplitude, the d-c supply voltage and pulser rate were adjusted for
the amount, texture, and timi_ g of the bubble production. Typical currents were 10
to 20 mA with voltages of 35 to 50 V. Lighting was a very important factor and it wa_
found that the collimated light from commercial 35-mm slide projectors gave favor-
able results. Two such projectors were used and placed one on each side of the ta,_k
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at an obtuse angle of 125 deg from the camera. A stroboscope light shining through
a hole in the black background of the t2mk provided a source of accurate timing of the
film speed.
2.4.3 Resu/ts
A 400-ft 16 mm motion picture is a part of this report. The various test conditions
shown are listed in Table 2. Seven sections of this film were studied it, great detail.
For six of these sections, about 1-1/2 cycles, have been printed and are presented
as Figures 25, 29, 33, 37, 41, and 45. The positions of the baffle tip, vortex centers,
and m_ ur,disturbed particle in the main motion have been determined frame by fro.me
for th_se seven cases and are included after each set of photographs as three figures:
position versus time, velocity versus time, and path of travel (x vs y position).
Some of these figures are graphs from the automatic plotter and one of its idio-
synchrosies is that every symbol is plotted each time, even wh_re not applicable.
Timse non-applicable symbols are plotted as the initial or final values with no curves
drawn through then].
In Frame 1 of Fig. 25, the rind baffle case, the last two vortices shed are still seen
in the upper right-hand corner. The main motion is just starting to the left. Hydrogen
bubbles are just starting to stream away from fi_e right probe, opposite the tip of
the b_fle. By Frame 6 a small vortex can be seen on the left side of the baffle.
This continues to grow, and in Frame 16 bubbles from the left probe begin to visualize
this vortex. By Frame 23, the vortex has grown to its m,%ximum strength as indi-
cated by the fact that the bubbles visualizing the vortex sheet trailing off the tip are
be_nning to move to the right, indicating that vorticity of the opposite serse is being
shed. By Frame 27, the vortex of opposite sense is seen forming on the right. As
it grows, interaction of the vortex velocity fields cause the vortices to induce velocity
components in each other perpendicular to the line connecting the vortex centers. !
By Frame 37, the next cycle has started. This example is, unfortunately, very
asymmetric. Better flow patterns were obtained la:er and are included in the motion
picture.
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Table 2
ORDER OF APPEARANCE OF BAFFLES IN FLOW VISUALIZATION FILM,
"THE EFFECT OF FLEXIBLE BAFFLES ON TANK SLOSHING"
Baffle Period Parameter Flexibility
Rigid 0.79 0
--1(0.001) Mylar 0.79 1.38 × 10
(0.001) Stainless Steel 0.79 3.65 × 10-3
(0. 003) Mylar 0.79 5.09 × 10 .3
(0.010) Mylar 0.79 1.38 × 10.4
Type II, Spring Set 4 0.79 6. 15 × 10 .3
Rigid 1.80 0
(0.001) Mylar 1.80 1.38 × 10 -1
(0.001) Stainless Steel 1.80 3.65 x 10 .3
(0.003) Mylar 1.80 5.09 × 10"3
(0.010) Mylar 1.80 1.38 × 10 .4
Type II, Spring Set 2 1.80 i. 64 × 10-1
Type II, Spring Set 4 1.80 6.15 × 10 .3
(0.003) Mylar - Damped Sloshing Starting With UT/D = 2.8
Type HI Baffle, UI'/D = 2.57
1-in. Rigid Baffle 1 in. From the Surface in a Si. sl tg Fluid
Showing the Same V'ortex Shedding Phenomenon
Rigid (D - 0.6) 9.0 0
Rigid (D - 0.2) 30.0 0
Rigid (D - 0.6) - Damped SloshingStartingWith UT/D = 9.0
(0.001)Mylar (D = 0.5) - Damped SloshingStartingWith UT/D - 3.6
(G. 001) Mylar (D - 0.5) - Damped Sloshing Starting With UT/D - 9.0 \
Rigid (D - 1.0) - Baffle 1.5 in. From Tank Bottom, UT/D - 10.0
Rigid (D - 0.5) - Baffle 1.5 in. From Tank Bottom, UT/D = 10.0
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In Fig. 29, Frame i, the 0. 001 in. mylar baffle, operating at UT/D = 0.79, is just
starting to move to the right. Four shed vortices are visible. At Frame 7, the
new vortex is made visible. Vorticity in the boundary layers along the baffle is
convected to the growing vortex via the vortex sheet (somewhat diffused by viscous
action) extending from the baffle tip into the vortex. The x-y coordinates of this
vortex are plotted in Fig. 30 as XVC1, YVC1 ' respectively. From Fig. 31 the
undisturbed veloticy (the velocity that would exist at the baffle tip if the baffle were
not there) u o , iJ seen to be equal to the baffle tip velocity at 0.31 ;_ec near
Frame 12, which is after the baffle has started returning to the left. Near this
time, when the velocity of the baffle tip e_Juals the velocity of the. fluifl without the
necessity of a vortex sheet, the vortex _heet strength at the baffle tip decreases to
zero and goes negative. The vorticity of this new se .se forms the nex_ vortex which
is first seen in Fig. 24, though particles near the tip from Frame 17 or: can be
followed as they form this vortex. Th¢ positions o; vortex centers and baffle tip
vs. time can be followed in Fig. 30, the main motion and horizontal component of
the baffle tip velocities vs. time, in Fig. 31, and vortex positions in an x- y plot,
in Fig. 31. Note that the velocity of this baffle is essentially in phase with the
main motion and that its wave shape is more peaked than a sine wave. Iri the plot
of vortex paths (Fig. 32) note that the x-coordinate has been enlarged, that the
x-position of the baffle tip is also plotted (at the maximum y-value), and that corre
sponding irame numbers are noted on the three vortex paths and baffle tip so that rela-
tive positioning can be easily recognized. From the photog_'aphs, it is seen that the
vortices shed lie in a pattern with regular spacing above the baffle in the form of
a yon Karman vortex sheet. The baffle creates an overall motion of pulling fluid
_- horizontally along the tank bottom (which is equivalent to a plane of symmetry
baffle translating in an infinite fluid) and ejecting it vertically above the baffle
Figure 33 show._ the same baffle at a higher period parameter, 1.80. The flow is
qualitatively th_ '_ar,e as in Fig. 29. (It has been noted too late for correction that
Frames 21 through 25 have been omitted. ) Quantitatively, the baffle travels further,
the vortex formed is further from the baffle, and the vortices rise in distinct pairs.
L
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This causes the flow pattern here to be fundamentally asymmetric, and the mirror
image of the flow could be easily obtained. The baffle tip is slightly out of phase
LEADING the main motion. Note that if the flow were exactly the same each cycle
the third vortex path would coincide with the first one, bat this is never quite the
case in the examples selected.
For the 0.001 in. thick stainless steel baffle at UT/D = 0.79 shown in Fig. 37, the
baffle tip motion is very small compared to the horizontal motion of the vortices
(see also Fig. 40. ) Again the baffle tip velocity slightly leads the main motion.
Comparing tae vortex paths of the 0. 001-in. mylar baffle with this case, Figs. 32
and 40, the first and third -.ortices in the former case start farther from the baffle
and sweep across the centerline before rising very far (0.2 of a baffle height), but
in the., latter case, these vort:ces first travel away from the baffle while rising,
then sweep back just past the centerline about a baffle height above the baffle. The
second vortex in these two cases also behave in opposite manners.
For the 0.001 in. stainless steel baffle at UT/D = 1.80, Figs. 41 through 44, the
baffle tip ve]ocity leads the main motion by more than 90 deg. The same qualitative
differences exist between the vortex paths in this case as compared to the 0. 001-in.
mylar baffle at this period parameter (Figs. 36 and 44. )
The hinged baffle results of Fig. 45 through 48 show no strikingly different results.
The equivalent flexibility is essentially the same as for the 0.0nl mylar and so the
results are compared with that baffle at the same period pal"ameter, Figs. 33
through 36. The baffle tip for the mylar case travels twice as far as it does for
this Type II baffle. This baffle tip velocity leads the main motion by 90 deg as
compared to about 10 deg in the former case. From Figs. 46 and 47 it is noted \
that the baffle tip tends to move quickly frcu_ one side to the other but linger near
the extreme deflection. The vortex path shape appears similar to the case of the /
more rigid 0.001 in. stainless steel baffle.
Figure 49(a) shows the baffle tip and first vortex x-positions vs. time for a 1-in.
by 0.003 in. mylar baffle at a period parameter of 1.65, and corresponding
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main motion, baffle tip and vortex x-component of velocity are included in Fig. 49(b).
Prints of this case are not included but c]osely corresponding cases can be found
in the motion picture.
The average vorticity in the vortices being shed was determined approximately for
J
the above cases studied by assuming that away from the baffle the vortex motion
is due only to induced velocity from the neares_ vortex and the main motion. Values ....
thus obtained are listed here along with period parameter and loss coefficient:
Baffle UT/D C L F/UD
1 in. by 0.001 mylar 0.79 2.9 0.11
1 in. by 0.001 stainless 0.79 2.35 0. 055
1 in. by 0.001 mylar 1.80 1.3 0.20
1 in. by 0.001 stainless 1.80 1.95 0.22
Type II 1.80 1.44 0.28
Comparing the mylar and stainless baffles at the same period parameters some
correspondence is seen between larger F/UD for larger CL.
Included in the motion picture but not printed here are flow visualization of the
slamming baffle, and more recent flow visualization about a flexible and a rigid
baffle up to considerably higher period parameters. Above approximately UT/D =
4.0, a completely different flow regime is observed. The vortex formed on either
side is not shed upward away from the baffle tip, but is quickly forced over the tip
of the baffle and the newly forming vortex on that side an:i proceeds on away from
the baffle parallel to the inviscid line of symmetry. The net flow direction is re-
versed from the earlier lower period parameter cases discussed, coming toward
the baffle in its plane and flowing away with the expelled vorticies along the center-
line. This is depicted in Fig, 50. The flow pattern was able to change smoothly
from this flow pattern to the low period parameter through a series of asymmetric
flows as indicated in Fig. 50.
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2.5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It was intended at the outset that this would be primarily an analytical study of the
effect of flexible baffles on inducing flow losses. However, separated flows has
remained virtuall_ ,,.untouched in fluid mechanics research for good reason - the
complete Navier-Stokes are unsolvable in this general form, and the physical
phenomena involved are simply not understood well enough to establish good flc_#
models to simplify the mathematics. Preliminary flow visualization with ink in
the tank used for the flow visualization presented soon led to preliminary flow-loss
measurements to determine whether flexible baffles were indeed more effective,
and if so, what baffle was most effective so that flow visualization of it could be
compared with the rigid baffle. This led to the flow-loss measurements in the
sloshing tank reported here. In the meantime flow visualization using ink was
proving unsatisfactory for the detail desired and work started on developing and
perfecting the hy_'ogen bubble technique. With the realization of the small differences
between the best flexible baffle and the rigid one with little qualitative difference in the
flow field, the development of a crude flow model to predict the differences seemed
futile. With the realization of the limitations of the sloshing tank apparatus in not
being able to simulate higher period parameters, the pendulum apparatus was
developed. Since the Type II baffles had proved to be quite disappointing in the
sloshing tank experiments, they were not tested in this apparatus, but all effort was
concentrated upon Types I and HI. Thus this study has, in seven months, produced
adequate ex,)erimental information for the optimization of flexible baffles in rectangu-
lar and circular tanks (this optimization is reported in Sec. 3) and definitive flow
visualization information to further the study of the fluid mechanics of the separated
flow problem.
\
2.5.1 The Physical Phenomenon
The clas_ ical example of separated flow is the steady two-dimensional flow behind
a circular cylinder. This is well discussed by Goldstein (13. 62, Ref. 16). At very
small Reynolds numbers (Re << 1 ) , a visccus flow called Stokes' flow has fore-
and-aft symmetry. At slightly higher speeds a wake forms (Oeeen flow), and a
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separation occurs essentially at the downstream stagnation point. At Re _ 25
two symmetric, stationary vort!cies exist. At h'_gher Reynolds numbers these
vorticies become asymmetric, then alternately I_hed in avon Karma:_ vortex street
(Re _ 70 ) . The sharp corners of the perpendicular flat plate cause large velocities
in this region even at very small free stream velocities, so the regime of two sym-
metric vorticles can no doubt occur at a smaller Reynolds number. Plates 33 and 34
of Ref. 16 show the separated flow in the range 800 < Re < 8000 . A splitter plate
on the line of symmetry can considerably delay the vortex shedding process, as is
discussed later.
When a symmetric bluff body is accelerated from rest to some constant velocity, the
Stokes and Oseen flows are quickly replaced by boundary layer formation and separation
with the separated boundary layer (a diffused vortex sheet) feeding vorticity into the
center region of the vorticies. If the Reynolds number of the steady flow is in the
region of the two symmetric vorticies a:_ the maximum velocity is reached the
separated flow shear layer will quit fee_ng its vorticity into the vortex center and
any excess vorticity will either by cancelled or convected on downstream. If the
steady-state Reynolds number is greal.er, vortex shedding can be expected.
We now consider the physical phenomena and the effeut of each of the dimensionless
parameters of the dimensional analysis of Sec. 2.1. For sinusoidal motion of
geometrically similar bodies in an incompressible, infinite fluid, the period param-
eter is added to the Reynolds number as au independent dimensionless quantity. In
this report the notation of Keulegan and Carpenter (Ref. 2) for period parameter,
UT/D , is followed, but with D equal to one-half the total plate width (or the width
of the plate if mounted to a wall ). It is often more convenient to consider this
parameter as the ratio of the distance traveled by the free stream during a half cycle,
multiplied by 27r , to this plate half-width, 2_Xo/D . Two distinct flow regimes,
denoted here as Regimes I and 2, and the asymmetric transition flow between these
regimes were described in Sec. 2.4.3 and depicted in Fig. 50. In Regime 1 the
vorticies travel away from the plate in a vortex street perpendicular to the direction
of the plate motion. "l,m net fluid motion is a symmetric flow inward along the center
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line toward the baffle and away from the baffle with the vortices. In Regime 2 the
net fluid motion is in the opposite direction as each v_rtex which forms is swept
across the top of the baffle and away from the baffle along the center line. At lower
period parameters than those tested, of the orders of 0. 01 and 0. l, the flow would
not be expected to change greatly from the Regime 1 as presented in the flow visuali-
zation, the vorticies simply being smaller. At larger period parameters than those
obtained here and at moderately high Reynolds numbers, there nmst eventually be a
transition from the Regime 2 flow to a periodic and/or unsteady vortex shedding
case, a Regime 3.
Regime 3 will be delayed, and possibly completely prevented if splitter plates are
present. Roshko (Ref. 8) compares the base pressure in the range 5,000 < Re <
17,000 for a perpendicular flat plate in a steady free stream flow with and without
a splitter plate. The splitter plate was the same length as the perpendicular plate,
but its leading edge was three lengths downstream. The difference between the free
stream and base pressures for the splitter plate case was about 60% of that for the
case with no splitter. While there was no accompanying flow visualization, it is
highly suspected that this difference is caused by the shedding of vortices for the
geometry with no splitter plate, but no shedding with this plate.
In Regime 1 the plate is always traveling through fluid unaffected by viscous action.
However, in Regimes 2 and 3 the viscous fluid motion caused by the diffusion of the
vorticies is deposited along the centerline of the perpendicular plate and main motion.
While its net motion is away from the plate this fluid which has been affected by
viscosity does not move away fast enough at tile higher period parameters, so the
plate moves back and forth through its own wake. This increases the relative velocity
that the plate experiences, increasing the drag and resulting losses. This is shown \
in the schematic, Fig. 50a.
Specifying the period parameter for a given body in sinusoidal motion still leaves
the period of the cycle and the fluid properties unstated. These are combined in the
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Reynolds number. It is instructive to consider the effect of Reynolds number at a
constant period parameter in each flow regime for the perpendicular plate w,th and
without splitter plates. Holding UT/D constant while varying Re = UD/v only
allows v and T to vary. Determination of the period of the cycle determines the
forces dae to the -virtual mass effect, so the Reynolds number plays an additional
role in a periodic flow. For a given fluid, period parameter and body, increasing
the Reynolds number results in increased forces due to virtual mass. Discussion of
this effect is deferred until later.
The Reynolds number effect considered here is the usual steady state effect, which
is best considered as the ratio of convection to diffusion of vortlcity. This is expected
to have a very small influence on the flow in Regime 1. It determines the amount of
viscous diffusion in the vortex sheets emanating from the baffle tip, but this diffusion
has only a slight effect on the dynamics of the quasi-steady flow. Addition of the
splitter plate thickens the boundary layer at the baffle _ip, and will only have a major
effect if the splitter plate is so long that the baffle is completely submersed in the
boundary layer. In Regimes 2 and 3 the viscous effect of Reynolds number is expected
to be more pronounced, either with or without the splitter plate, since it determines
the diffusion of the wake.
We consider next the effects of plate flexibility upon the physical phenomena. Only
the forces acting on the plate due to the instantaneous flow field, and not those due
to the acceleration, are examined here. Steady potential flow theory nicely accounts
for the lift of an airfoil with the concept of the bom,d vortex. Only the strength of
this vortex is needed, not the positioning, to determine the lift.. A symmetric bluff
body in a potential flow has no bound vorticity and the drag is determined by know-
ledge of the strength and position of all vorticity. Thus the two obvious ways for the
flexible plate to have greater forces and create greater energy losses (still consider-
ing only the instantaneous effect) is to create more vorticity and deposit it closer to i
the plate so that it will have a greater effect on the pressure distribution of the plate.
The vorticity generated at the plate edge is the amount needed to prevent infinite
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velocities : _ the baffle tip, and is rougt:iy proportional to the square of the free
stream velocity but is affected by all the vorticity previously shed. It was seen in
Sec. 2.4 that baffle tip can be out of phase with the main motion, so its relative tip
velocity can be considerably greater than that for the rigid baffle. This is a
mechanism for generating greater amounts of vorticity. Furthermore, it appears
that the motion of the flexible baffle can cause the rolling up vorticity to come closer
to the baffle than otherwise possible. At each period parameter there is a flexibility
which will crea+.e the greatest flow losses, this optimum flexibility increasing with
decreasing period parameter. When the flexibility is greater than the optimum it
appears that the vorticity rolls up into a vortex further removed from the b_fle
than optimum.
2.5.2 The Pendulum Apparatus and Its Results
The size of this apparatus was basically determined by the bars which clamped the
flexible baffle. Since the minimum feasible width was about 1/4-inch, the baffle
needed to be abut 2 in. wide so that this thickness would have negligibie effect.
To reduce end effects the length of the baffle was made the full width of the tank,
and the radius of curva,ure was made reasonably large to keep its effect to a mini-
mum. To obtain reasonably large period parameters with this arrangement without
too great 2 decay rate in the amplitude then required as much weight on the #endulum
as the apparatus could bear. Knife edges with their extremely low losses were tried,
but the high contact stresses greatly limited this weight, so ball bearings were
substituted.
A pendulum apparatus for determining oscillating flow losses has the great advantages
over a sloshing tank type of apparatus of low parasitic losses and highly accurate k
energy determination. It does have disadvantages which are best discussed by adding
more dimensionless parameters to the basic case of Sec. 2.1. The penduhtm appara-
tus can be characterized by two additional quantities, the radius arm that the baffle
rotates about, R B , and the rate of decrease of the pendulum energy, a quantity
which is inversely proportional to the pendulum weight times the radius arm to the
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center of gravity, (WR)cG (assuming parasitic losses are small). The radius of
curvature effect is best made a dimensionless parameter as the ratio of the maximum
amplitude to the arm radius, UT/2uR B , denoted the curvature parameter, so that
any correction factor for this effect goes to zero as the radius arm gou.. _o infinity
and the motion truly becomes linear. The damping of the pendulum energy results
in the baffle '.notion being a damped sinusoid instead of the ideal u_damped motion.
Thus it is desired to have as the dimensionless ratio the amplitude decrement of the
baffle motion. Taking the baffle length to be _ , this is derived as follows. The
energy change per cycle (see Eq. 2.3):
(WR)cG A (_) = kCLPU3T (2D)
and since R B0 = 2_ UT:
A0 pUD_'CLR2
0 27r2(WR)cG T
This is denoted as file damping parameter.
It is expected that the curvature and damping parameters are principally responsible
for the variation of C L at a given UT/D /or the 2- and 4-in. baffles in Fig. 20a,
and these two parameters, plus the splitter plate effect, in Fig. 2lb. The Reynolds
number only var'3s by a factor of two, so its effect is expected to be very small. The
table below indicates the range of values for th,_ curvature and damping parameters
for 2- and 4-in. rigid baffles.
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2_D.D _ UT/D 2 6 30
2 UT/2_ R B 0. 0087 0. 026 0.13
4 u'r/2_ R B .017 .052
2 A 0/0 .020 .039 .091
4 A 0/0 .13 .21
At a given UT/D , the smaller the baLqe the smaller are the curvature and damping
parameters, thus the 2-in. baffle results ir Fig. 29a, which are 10 to 15% less than
tLe 4-in. baffle loss coefficient, must be taken as the more correct values.
We consider next the e_.eected effect of ghe variation of the curvature and damping
parameters in the light of the present understanding of the physical phenomenon. In
Regime 2 as the curvature parameter becomes large the wake fluid will become much
more widely spread since the momentum of the fluid of each element in the wake will
tend to carry it _, a straight line, not the arc that the be/fie travels tl-xough. "Fr,
viscous fluid can be expected to move into an arc of greater radius of curvature, as
depicted in Fig. 50b. What effect this will have on C L is not obvious. Since the
maximum relative veloci'_ createa by the baffle passing through its own wake (see
previoas discussion) appears to be reduced, it might be exp¢cted that the C L would
be decreased. However, it would also seem reasonable that the baffle i_ow gradually
pumps fluid downward in the maximum amplitude regions, in which case the entire
area below the baffle soon is filled with fluid which was formerly of the wake, and
this may be recirculated back into the immediate vicinity of the baffle as shown in
the schematic in Fig. 50c. This effect may cause a Kreater asymmetric flow.
Besides that efloct, _ more _bviuus uae is that the edge of the plate further from
the axis generates more vorticity and more losses. For instance, if the plate width
\
is 10% of the radius arm, then the far edge of the plate travels 10% faster and ma) be
capable of creating 30% more losses (energy losses are proportional to the velocity
to the third power at a given period parazneter) and 20% more vorticity. It is reason-
able to assume that the vortex trailing this half of _b_ plat_ wilt be larger thaa that
trailing the inner half. This asymmetric vortex pattern may cause greater losses
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than the sy._mutric case, as this seems to be the result from Roshko's data (Ref. 8)
for the steady state case. Such asymmetric flow could also greatly change the period
parameter at which transition from Regime 1 to Regime 2 occurs. Further testing
changing only one parameter at a time is needed to verify these hypotheses. In
Regime 1 flow, much less effect should be expected with variation of the curvature
parameter.
C¢,-sidering the effect of a large damping parameter on Regimes 2 and 3 flow at small
values of the curvature parameter, higher C L would be expected since the added
relative velocity due to the wake flow would be larger. This is so because i_ the
former cycle the velocity was greater. Thus a smaller damping parameter in these
tests would have resulted in smaller CL values. Aga_l, what effect the damping
parameter wou_d have on the flow in Regime i is not obvious, and so is expected to
be small.
Examining Fig. 20a, a 20% discrepancy exists between the present 2-in. rigid baffle
and earlier tests, those of Martin (Ref. 7) which agree very well with those of
Keulegan and Carpenter (Ref. 2). Martin tested 0.625, 1.0, 1.25, 1,75, and 2.5 in.
baffles. Above UT/D the data are quite consistent for UT/D > 15 except for the
0.625-in. baffle which is as much as 15q: low. Below UT/D of 15 consideJ:able
scatter occurs, but his curve fit (which has been transposed onto Fig. 20a) generally
follows the lower values of C L . His 1.25-in. baffle closely follows his curve and
is considered further here. His short ladius arm of i0, 7 in. results in a curvature
parameter of 0.11 at UT/D = 6 . This is more than four times greater than in
L,¢ present tests with a 2-in. baffle. His damping ratio at tills UT/D is 0.0078,
considerably below that of the present apparatus. The only obvious reason for the
discrepancy between these results and those of Martin is in the curvature term. A
more ideal, lower damping ratio in the present tests would cause lower CL'S , as
discussed above, increasing the discrepancy. A small correction for damping ratio
effect could be expected for the present data for UT/D > 25, which will tend to
make this curve more similar to the former ones.
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More minor effects to be considered which might be responsible for some error with
this type of apparatus are: variation of the velocity wave shape due to nonlinear effects
of large deflection angle and changing damping coefficient, and effects on the baffle,
water surface effect, and tank size. At UT/D = 6 the angular deflection of the
present apparatus and Martin's are 1 and 3.5 deg, respectively. Even this larger
value will cause an exceedingly small effect on the wave shape. A_ for the nonlinear
d_mping effect, it must be small when the daniping is small and the moment of inertia
as large as it is here. -q_,,,elength-to-width ratio of the baffle in the present apparatus
and Martin's are large, 18 : 1 and 9.8 : i , respectively. Both baffles come very
close to side walls to reduce end effects. The end correction should be considerably
less than that determined by Ridjanovic (Ref. 17) at these aspect ratios as his plates
ended far from the walls. In fact, he plots Martin's result as his infinite length-to-
width case. In the pr _sent test the baffle was 25 in., or 25D from the surface, and
in Martin's apparatus, this dimension is 10 in., or 20D. In these tests any surface
wave was allowed tu decay to a very low level (1/4-in.) before the test was started.
No effect of the baffle on the surface was r.oted in the presen_ tests. This is important
because if the baffle had created a wave, this would have represented energy obtained
from the baffle for future dissipation. Since the baffl2 does cause a net flow about
itself, a mean circt_lation pattern must exist, the ejected wake flo_v mixing with
surrounding fluid and eventually being sucked back aro_md the baffle. The tank size
must be large enough so that this wake flow does have adecm,te time for complete
mixing. Both the present ta., '- rind Martin's channel _: . . • ,3ore than 2. ' 0"zte
in size.
The motion about the splitter plates is completely different when the baffle is removed,
the skin friction decreasing and possibly a form drag appearing, the parasitic loss
calibration was performed without these bars. The losses measured actually include \
the sk_l friction effect of these bars, which is negligible. The effect of splitter plate
length as shown in Fig. 20b is inconclusive as the 8-in. splitter plates could not be t'
mounted symme_ically enough to completely prevent a new lateral swaying of the
baffle during the test.
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2.5.3 The Sloshing Tmlk Apparatus and Its I_esults
The only reason these data are included is to show the relative effect of the Type II
baffles tested. The discrepancy between the loss coefficients obtained from the
sloshing tank and pendulum, apparatuses is so great as to make one immediately sus-
pect the data reduction technique. This has been carefully checked. The error must
be mainly due to two causes: effect of the baffle on the surface wave, s_,_dthe effective
free stream velocity being improperly chosen.
The baffle size that could be used in this taxik was severely limited. The losses from
a half-inch baffle were too small compared to the parasitic losses. A one-inch baffle
seemed like a good compromise size, but it did cause some surface wave effect which
was overlooked at the time of the tests. This wave perturbation could store appreciable
amotmts of energy, causing some ot the error. The velocity error is expected to be
more important. The velocity that was used in the data reduction was that which would
exist at the baffle tip ff the baffle were net there. A similar assumption was used by
Keulegan and Carpenter (Ref. 2). What is really desired though, is the free stream
velocity that would cause the same effect if there were a semi-infinite amount of fluid
about the baffle. The baffle and the resulting vorticies did create disturbances for
several inches about the baffle, ,-rod so it may be possible that the effective velocity
is only 70 or 8,oc//0of " "' ". ,. 1"his effect would be greatly magnified by the U3 term
in C L . It is not e: , at this C L discrepancy dewfluates the flow visualization,
,;al_r t_ ._, that tl_- p_-:- _ "ameters listed may be 20 or 300/otoo 1,_'ge.
2.5. ,,. £1ow Model Consi_, . ; • _,n:_
As a body is accelerated in _, ,:-iscid fluid (no vortex sheddi", :,llowed) greater
potential velocities are required of the fluid near the body, thus increasing the
energy of the fluid. The bod:t must perform the work to ada Lhe energy to the fluid.
The extra force required to do this work appears as if the body has a greater mass,
and this is called the virtual mass. When the body decelerates to its original _.,,_locity
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this extra Idnetic energy is simultaneously returncJ to the body. Thus the force
associated with the virtual mass cannot dlractly cause any damph_g to a body oscillat-
ing periodicany (see Ref. 18, Chap. 6, or Ref. 1_, Chaps. 3 and 17). If the fluid
cannot transfer the energy back to the body this energy must be converted into energy
associated wkh the viscous losses. To analytically determine permanent energy less
from a body as compared to a tcmpora :y energy exchange bet_'een the body and fluid)
the instantaneous forces due to sk_. friction, a viscous action, and pressure deter-
mined from the potentiai flow and vorticity distribution, treating the flow as if it were
quasi-steady, must be determined, l_'or a body with separated flow, such as the
perpendicular plate_ the geometry of the potential flow is continually changing. This
would cause ,_,,,_,,s_ 1, _,v v_r_,a, mass even if the plates were not accelerating.
It is impossible to separate the virtual mass force and the force to be associated
with permanent energy losses a priori. However, this should not detract from the
efforts of McNown (Refs. 10 and 11) and Keulegan and Carpenter (Ref. 2) to divide
the forces between these effects, as the force was their main interest, net flow
losses, and this division did help McNown (Ref. 10) to obtain an interesting analytical-
empirical flow model for determining the forces.
In Regime 1 the action of viscosity in diffusing vorticity is not expected to be important
unless the Reynolds number is very small, so an inviscid flow assumption is reasonable.
The ideal inviscid flow model would allow vortmity to emanate in a vortex sheet from
the baffle tip and roll up into vorticies, these vorticies, the vortex sheet and potential
motion all helping to determine the rate of vortex shedding to keep the velocity tangen-
tial at the baffle tip. To evaluate the flow with this type of model woald require a
finite difference computer program. Such a flow model should predict both Regimes 1
and 2. A mmpler model should be adequate, however, for Regime 2. During most of
the cycle in this regime, all but during the low velocity part of the cycle, two sym- \
metric vorticies are ]ocated just downstream of the plate essentially as in the flow
model proposed by Foppl for the steady flow (S_.e Ref. 20, p. 263). His model,
two concentrated vorticies which are stationary, was a poor one for the steady flow
case since the vorticity is diffused almost uniformly throughout the closed wake
region. Here, though, at reasonably large Reynolds munbers the vorticity may be
well approximated as a concentrated vortex.
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Section 3
EFFICIENCY AND OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
AND CIRCULAR BAFFLES
Two problems are considered in this section:
• Determination of the ba/fle efficiency
• Design of a baffle of least possible weight for a _ven damping ratio
The analysis is performed for three different baffle configurations (see also Figure 51):
• Ring baffle in a circular cylindrical tank with lateral slosh
• Ring baffle in a circular cylindrical tank with axisymmetric slosh
• Two-dimensional rectangular tank with lateral slosh
The main ingredients of the analysis are the model characteristics of the sloshing
motion and the structural and hydrodynamic characteristics of the baffle. These
items will first be briefly discussed, and then synthesized into an expression for the
baffle efficiency.
!
Only cantilevered baffles operating at period parameters above approximately 1 are
treated.
3.1 MODAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SLOSHING MOTION
Below are given results based on solutions to Laplace's equation for incompressible,
non-viscid, irrotational flow. The method of solution is analogous to that used by
Lamb [(14), p. 285].
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3.1.1 Circular Cylindrical Tank: Lateral Slosh
Miles (1) has given moCal characteristics for the fundamental mode of lateral slosh.
His results that are of :aterest in the present context follow:
Modal frequency
2 gw = 1.84 (3.1)
a
Total kinetic energy of motion
= 2 (3.2)Et 0.553 pga 2 _1
3.1.2 Circular Cjlindrical Tank • Axisymmetric Slosh
For axisymmetric motion the modal velocity potential satisfying the differential equa-
tion and allboundary conditions is
awn Jo(knr) cosh [k(z+h)]
= cos Wnt (3.3)¢n(r'z't) _i kna Jo(kna) sinhkh
where parameter k is determined by
n
Jl(kna) = 0 kna = 3. 8317, 7. 0156,... (3.4)
and the modal frequency Wn is given by
x,
2 = g k a tanh k h (3.5)
_n a n n
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Vertical velocity of the liquid at an:,- point is given by
Jo(knr) sinh kn(Z + h) (3.6)
= _ = _1 _)n h cos writUz _z Jo (kna) sinh k n
The kinetic energy of the motion is fotmd from [ (14), p. 46].
2 Cn dsS
Since the normal derivative 8_bn/a_? is zero o . _e cylindrical walls and bottom of
the tank, the integration extends over the liquid _, ee _'_'.ace nnly
a
f I'_-_nlzn rdr
E T = _Tp
O =0
3 3
2 a ¢° 2
n coth k h cos w t (3.8)
=2P_;1 ka n n
n
For the fundamental mode of axisymmetric slosh, the maximmn kinetic energy is
ET 7r 2 2= _ pga _1 (3.9)
3.1.3 Two-Dimensional Rectangular Tank: Lateral Slosh
?
The velocity potential in this case is i
aw cosh kn(Z + h )
_.___nnsin k x knh cos COat (3.10) I
qbn(X,z,t) = _i kna n sinh
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where kn is given by
= (2n - i) _ (3.Ii)cos kna = 0 kn 2a
and the frequency by
Wn =h2 g knh tanh knh (3.12)
Vertical velocity of the liquid is
sinh kn(Z + h)
Uz = _1 Wn sin knX sinh k h cos Wnt (3.13)
n
Finally the kinetic energy determined as above is
2
1 2 h cos w t (3.14)ET = (2n - 1) 7r P_I a2Lw2 coth kn n
For the fundamental mode of lateral slosh (n = _1.), the maximt_n kinetic energy is
ET = _-pg2aL_ (3.15)
3.2 STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS
The maximum stress and tip deflection were calculated for the baffle configurations k
trader consideration by using small-deflection theory. The results are summarized
in Figures 52 through 55. Two loading cases were considered: uniform loading over /
the baffle width D and concentrated line load at *_hebaffle tip. These cases are
assumed to be possible extremes; no effort was made in the present investigation to
determine actual load distributions across the baffle width.
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The baffle flexibility parameter, FA , as defined earlier in this report, is propor-
tional to the tip deflection. But since the tip deflection is expressed differently
depending on the loading and the baffle geometry it is necessary to redefine the flexi-
bility parameter, so that it can be used for an arbitrary baffle configuration, as well
as for the straight baffles used in the present series of tests. Thus, the flexibility
is redefined as
FA = _T E Pf ) (3.16)_a
where
f(b) = Tip deflection- curved bafflei defl ti - straight ba fle
3.3 DETERMINATION OF AN EMPIRIC-ANALYTIC EXPRESSION FOR THE LOSS
COEFFICIENT C L
L-_the initial review of the anticipated problems associated with a baffle efficiency
analysis, it was realized that an analytic or empiric-analytic approach rather than a
purely numerical one would be advantageous, particularly from a point of view of
determining meaningful trends. The experimental curves of CL vs (UT/D), Fig. 18,
were fit exceedingly well with the ;unction
= -J exp ( E H exp [ ¢(G_) 2] (3.17}
A, B, E, J, G, and H are the funcl:ions of flexibility shown in Figs. 57, 58, and
59. Values from this curve fit are plotted in Fig. 18. Values from _h_hisexnrp_!_._........ at
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period parameters of 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, and 30 determined the curves drawn m the
cross plot, CL vs F , Fig. 19. The first term in Eq. (3.17) represents a straight
line tangent to the C L vs UT/D curves in the region of UT/D = 9. The second
term is a correction for the lower period parameters and _he third term, a correc-
tion for the higher period parameters.
3.4 BAFFLE EFFICIENCY
3.4.1 CircularCylindricalTank: LateralSlcsh
The energy loss per unit length of baffle per cycle is
AE b = CLPDTU3
or,
AE b = CLPDTU 3 cos 3 8 (3.18)
where Uo is the maximum velocity, assumed independent of r. It is assumed as
in Mile's paper (1) that U° can be written in the following form
U° = W_l f(- d) (3.'.9)
The depth function f(- d) may be written, for relatively large dupths d as
f d ] \(3.20)|
where ka = 1.84 for the circular cylindrical tank with lateral slosh (1).
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Integrating Eq. (3.18) around the baffle, using C L of the form given in Eq. (3.17),
the following equation for the mean rate of energy dissipation r. _r one cycle results:
d---E E D4 p3
d--t = _b = 2p(a+b)_ [I] (3.21)
where
//2 7r/2[I] _- pBA (cos 0)B Üf exp (-PE cos 0) (cos 0)3 dOO O
_/2
+ H exp p2 G2 ( cos 0 dcos
o (3.22)
where P J.s UoT/D , the period parameter based on the maximum velocity at the
baffle at the position of maximum slosh amplitude. The damping ratio is
dE
Td---_
7 = 4_ET
Substituting Eqs. (3.2), (3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) yields the damping ratSo as a
function of the slosh amplitude, flexibility and tank dimensions:
[c
_ a / o
{)}O
o 13.23)
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In the region where the second and third integrals are negligible, the expression
is simply
l-B/ \I_; \I+B ]3+B /2
= - f(-d)l o
For the rigid baffle case
A = 5.2
B = J0.67
_'/2
f (cos 0)B+3 dO = 0.739
O
The mathematical expression for the relative hydrodynamic efficiency of the flexible
baffle is
. [ i o ] (3.24
!
where
pB _/2 B *3 7r/2io = OAOof (cos 0) Od0 -Joof exp (-PZoCOS 8)(coE,0)3dO
+H ° f exp p2 2 2 (cos0 dO
o , Go cos 0 (3.24a)
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A plot of (Ts/Tsj) appears in Fig. 60. At a period parameter of 2 a baffle with
optimum flexibility of 10 -2 is seen to be 67% more efficient than the rigid baffle.
This is greater than _he 42% increase found in 'he baffle tests (see F._g. 19) because
the period parameter actually varies from 0 to 2 around the baffle (virtc ally all of the
loss contributions is for 1 < UT/D < 2), and the lower the period parameter, the
greater the relative efficiency has been found to be.
The baffle weight efficiency is expressed by the ratio
i S
71 = _ (3.25)
The weight of the baffle is
tI--_ = _'5 2-a (3.26)
Ta
and the stiffness parameter is
where
1.84 (1-u 2) = 4.23.10 -2 for v = 0.3
47;2
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Combining Eqs. (3.23), (3.24), (3.26) and (3.27) yields
[ (b)] _a _1/3(D_2/3 )1/3 p/_o/ (3.28)f 1/3[f(_d)]-2 (g_p_/ \a/ 77_= 0.4842(F A [I o]\_so/
This modified weight efficiency parameter is plotted vs. F A in Fig. 61.
The effectiveness of flexible over the rigid baffles is amplified by the intro-
daction of the weight factor. This is most pronounced at low period param-
eters where the maximum efficiency occurs at F A _ 5 x 10 -3 . Compared
to a baffle which is only slightly flexible, FA = 10 -5 , the optimum baffle
at UT/D = 4 is nine times as efficient. This locus of maximum values is
indicated with a dotted line and has been transposed onto Fig. 60.
3.4.2 Circular Cylinder Tank: Axisymmetric Slosh
By performing the same process :he damping ratio and relative hydrodynamic
efficiencies are determined as:
ys = 167r3(2-D)(D)[f(-d)]3/ a _[h/C1. ' ,3.29)I _gT2/_ a ]
and
•/7s \ C
_-_-_) = CL_' (3.30) \
\_uf 2 O
where CLo is C L determined at FA = 0. Tnis ratio, (ys/Tso) is plotted
in Fig. 62.
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The stiffness parameter for this configuration is given by
' FA = 8. 93.10-2 tD )3 (D)2 (_a_--PE) ftb ) (3.31)
The efficiency equation is
-2 1/3(D_2/3 /3 (U°--_) (3.32),a, 1
This modified weight efficiency parameter is plotted in Fig. 63.
3.4.3 Two-Dimensional Rectangular Tank: Lateral Slosh
For the two-dimensional rectangular tank case again
)'____s CL
7so CL o
which is plotted in Fig. 62. l_or this case the rigid baffle damping ratio is
= 7r D_ ._ CL
_'so _ (a ](a)[fl (-d)]3
Here _? i_3clefined in a slightly different way than for cylindrical tanks
"Fs
_13 - i _/a2wL/ _3.33)
where I_ is the tank dimension perpendicular to the slosh direction.
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where
F A = 3.62 × 10 -2 (D 3 2
and fl (- d) as given by Keulegan (Ref. 2) is
u = wtC°_hk(Z +H) sin kx cos cot 3 _2 cos 2k(Z +H. sin 2kxsin2at
coshkH " - 4"_ ......
a sinh2 kH sinh 2kH (3.35)
Using the same procedure as before we obtain
( '/'- ' )?3 = 0.75 (_-_) (FA)I/3 C L (3.36)
Comparing with Eq. (3.29)we find
= fb) 1/3
Thus Fig. 63, _2 vs. F A , may be used for the recta'lgular tank configuration
provided the ordinate values are multiplied by the coefficient to _2 in the above
expression, and the proper fie:Ability be used.
\
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3.5 BAFFLE WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION
With the information collected so far we now possess the necessary tools to make it
possible to perform a baffle weight optimization. Before we start to optimize, how-
ever, we mtLst make clear precisely what kind of a criterion we are using when we
say that the baffle weight is optimized. In the above analysis the damping ratio to
baffle weight factor, 77, has been evaluated, thereby tacitly assuming that the damping
should be part of the optimization criterion. But what damping? As we see in
Figures 61 and 63 the damping is not a constant value for any particular baffle con-
figuration; it varies with the period parameter UoT/D, which in turn varies with
the slosh amplitude _1 ' and, consequently, with time. We see, that in the lower
region of the flexibility parameter F A the damping decreases as the period parameter
(or slosh amplitude) decreases, while for higher values of the flexibility parameter
the damping increases with decreasing period parameters. At one point, F A ~ 10-3 ,
the damping is nearly independent of UT/D for UT/D > 4. Thus, we have three
regions of different baffle behavior and the question that must be answered before we
attempt an optimization of the baffle weight is in which region do we want our particular
baffle to operate? When this question is answered, others remain, such as number of
baffles, whether the tank is emptying or not, etc. Instead of trying to answer these
questions, or circumnavigate them by investigating al! possibilities, we will, as an
example, scrutinize a simplified case.
We make the following assumptions:
• Circular tank, lateral slosh
• One baffle
• Non-emptying tank
• Flexibility FA = 1.1 x 10-3, UT/D > 6
The last assumption makes the baffle efficiency essentially independent of the period
parameter, and, thus, of the slosh amplitude, _1 ' (See Figure 61. ) While, strictly
speaking, we are leaving the flexibility parameter out of the picture, this is not a
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serious omission, since, as is seen in Figure 61, the weight efficiency is not mate-
rially affected by rather large changes of FA in this flexibility region. Thus, nothing
material is omitted in the following discussion. With these four assumptions the prob-
lem can be written in the following form:
= E 1/3 D - 2/3 2 -
(b) FA = I.i x 10 .3
_2
(d) _1 = (W/'Fa 3 )
_ D D
(e) W3 7r(t)( 2 a)(a) 2
_a ._
The constant in the first equation is from Figure 61. Combining these equations and
approximating f(b/a) as (b/a) (see Figure 56), the following weight equation is
obtained:
W _ 1.23-4/31_'gap'1/3f[(-d)] -o/3 R (3.38)
o
where
[1 - (D/a))] 1/3R = 2 - (D/a
and R is the maximum value of this function, 0. 793 _ when D is zero. The
o
function R/R ° varies very slowly, i.e., for D/a = 0.3, R/R ° = 0.94 and can
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be considered as a small corroc_lon term. _['h_ damping ravin, as determined from
Figures 60 and 64 for this flexibility, at UT/D = 10 is
/ °//°/(a-)7s = 115 2- a a [f(-d)] (3.39)
From inspection of Eq. (3.39) the following comments emerge:
• Baffle weight is proportional to the material parameter T/E 1/3 . This
parameter is given below for some typical materials:
EMaterial
(15/in.3) 0b/in.2) (15)2/3 (in.)-7/3
Magnesium 0.064 6.5 x 106 3.43 x 10-4
Aluminum 0.100 10 x 106 4.63 × 10-4
Titanium 0.160 16 × 106 6.35 x 10-4
Steel 0.280 30 x 106 9.00 x 10-4
• The baffleweightincreasesata fasterratethm_the damping factor
• The closertothe surfacethebaffleislocated,t_elighteritis.
The methods employed in this analysis will not, however, adequately acco,mt for the
rather complicated fluid motions that will develop if the baffle is located close to the
fluid surface.
The actual baffle dimensions are found as follows, assuming known values of f(- d)
and _/s :
Baffle weight - Eq. (3.38)
Baffle width D - Eq. (3.39)
a
t Eq. (3.37c)Baffle thickness _ -
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The baffle dimensions calculateu in this mam_.er will have to be checked for stress.
This requires a knowledge of the actual load distribution on the baffle, information
which was beyond the scope of the present work. Some preliminary computations_
based on the assumption of linear proportionality between load and energy absorption
indicate a sLress relation oi the following type
amax = (gap)× (g_p)2/3 x f(d,_l,T s)
for the simplified case discussed here. This equation indicates a rather strong size
effect, i.e., large tanks would be more severely strength-limited than smaller ones.
However, the stress may be lowered without appreciable weight increases by decreasing
the flexibility factor FA (moving left in Figure 60).
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Section ,i
LIST OF SYMBOLS
a cylinder radius, half-width of rectangular tank; semiwave height of slosh,
Section 3
A, B functions of flexibility parameter, see Section 3
b a-d
C A f (cos 0)B+3d0
O
F
C D drag coefficient, P__U2D2
dE
C L los._coefficient,PU 3 TD
D width of bafflemounted to a wall, half-widthof a plate perpendicular to the
directionof relativemotion
Ae chm_ge in total energy per cycle with no baffle in apparatus
E total energy, Young's modulus of elasticity
E t total kinetic energ3
i(b) relative tip deflection, see Figure 55
f(- d ) depth functioa
• t E T 2
Section 2and 6 = 0 in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and o
acceleration due to gravity, length of travel of slamming baffle
H depth of fluid in quiescent _'_k
k torsional spring constant, 7,/L
L length of rectangular tank.
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PE potential energy per uni: length
rCG radius to center of gravity r_f pe_duDm_
r radius to arc where pendulum dcflectio_ i_ readm
r, z cylindric&l coordinates
S length of splitter plate on each side of baffle
T period of cycle
t time, baffle thickness
u, v velocity components in x, z directions
U, U° maximum velocity of periodic motion
W pendulum weiTht; baffle weight (Section 3)
x amplitude of periodic motiono
x, z rectang_lar coordinates
°/ specific weight of baffle material
7s damping ratio, (logarithmic decrement)/2_
Ys damping ratio, rigid baffle
o
A finite difference
_i maximum slosh _mplitude
Vs
_i' '_2 _3_ , baffle weight efficiency, circular ta_<
7 s
_3 /.W \ , baffle weight efficiency,rectang-ular tank
0 deflection angle of pendulum \
# viscosity
,, Poisson's ratio
p fluid density
Po baffle density
modal, circular frequency
4-2
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Subscripts.
BT b:_ffletip
undisturbed })yb;_t'fie
x horizontaldirecLion
z verticaldil-ection
_-3
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Appendix A
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ,_v-or_.._ 1, ., i AND II BAFFLES
Approach, Seek a relationship through baffle tip a.,d strsin ener_, considerations.
.kbsume pressure distributions for Type I baffle.
_! Q Ib/in. _ P Ib/in.\_.LL "i!\i-,- -[-_1,j_[lr-_ (_ _, (b)
\t
(NOTE: L = D = Baffle height from text)
For small defleehons, we calculate the strain energy to be '.'or (a):
L
I M Q2L5SE(a ) = _-E-f cLx- 2El (0.05) (A. 1)
O
and for (b):
°L5p-,
SE(b) - 2£I (0. 0287) (A. 2)
The deflection at L,
5(a) E1
pL4 (_22) (A.4)6(b) = EI
A-1
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For Type H baffle the str2in encrg_ i_
I
I
i
k _. (c)
SE(c ) = 2fF d,x = x2k = (hQ)2k (A. 15)
The tipdeflectionis
5(c ) = 140 (A. 6)
L
Utilizing configuration (a)jEqs. (A. 1)_and (A. 2) with h -- -_ yield for the same tip
d v' "oe__ectl n:
QL 4 _ 5F QL4 k
3EI k , or F = 40E-----I
and for the same strain energy:
Q2L5 F 2 Q2LS
- - k
(0.05) 2El k (40)2E212
or
= E__II(40)Ib/in. (A.7)
k L3
Utilizingconflguration(b)Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) yield for the same
A-2
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tip deflection:
PL 4 (7)=-5F ._ pL47EI k ' F EI(5)(72) k
and for the same strain energy:
p2L5
2EI (0.0287) - F2 p2L8(49)k
k E212(2s)(72)2
or
k = E__I_25)(72) (0.0287)
L 3 (96)
EI
k = -- 38.0 lb/in. (A. 8)
!.3
Example. Given: A Type I, 1-in. 0.001 stainlesssteelbaffle 12 in. long. The Type II
ba._fle,having an equivalentamount of strain energ7 fcr tilesame baffletip deflection,
would have springs of
= &L
kl,2 L3 (38.0) located at L/5 from the pivotpoint.
In this case
L = lin.
10 6 in. 2E = 30 x ib/
3
. = -- (1.2)12 • .
= 10-9
A-3
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so
= (30)(:_8)i06x 10.9 Ib/in.k.
1,2
= (16)(30),38)I0 -3 = 18.2 oz/in.
Alternately, for
1 bt3
I= ]-_
b = 12in.
L = lira
t3 = k k = ib/in.(38)E '
So flexibility for Type II baffles may be defined as,
_ _2
More generally,
EI
k - (as.o) _-g
= t3(38. O) bE --
. ( 12.0 ) D3
or
and
A-4
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Appendix B
ENERGY DETERMINATION FOR SLOSIIJXG TANK APPARATUS
The object is to determine the euer_" of tile system as a function of the maximum
height of the surface profile.
Basic:ally, at any time total energy = potential energy + kinetic energy.
Frorr Ref. i_.,
u = f(g, geometry, x, z) cos w_- - g_g, geometry, x, z) sin 2wT
.4nd similarly for w
7[
For _" = --- cos wr = 0 = sin 2w7
2w '
So kinetic energy = 0 . Total energy is, therefore, all potentiM at this time. Now
nT
at r = 2w e 2 '
L )2 ]
TotalEn6rg7 _ PE _ pg f (h + H dx - H2L
Ft (Tank Width) w 2 o
L
B-1
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From Ref. 14,
a2k
(h + H) -- a cosh x + _ (N 1 + N2) cos 2kx + H
So
L L
P-_/ (h+H) 2 = / [ kx + a4k22 dx P_.E a2 _ )2 2 H22 c°s2 16 (N1 + N2 cos 2gx +
0 O
ask
+ _ (N 1 + N2) cos kx cos 2kx + 2all cos l_x
+ a2kH ]
(N I + N2) cos 2kx ,.ix !i
and
k2a2 ]PEw = Pga2L4 1 *--16 (N1 + N2)2
B-2
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FIGURE 9]3 PENDULUM APPARATUS - PENDULUM ARM
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i inch _'_g_Jbaffle, 0.88 , i = =.... seconls/cycle UT/D 1.60 F 0
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Figure 25, continued
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frame #31 36 41
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Figure 25, continued
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Figure 29 !6 r_mMetion Picture Sequence, 32 frames/second
_ype I, 1 X .001 inch mylar baffle, 0.88 seconds/cycle UT/D _ 0.79,
= o.137
• 4 LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Figure 29, continued
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frame _31 36 41
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Figure 29, continued
• LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Figure 29, Continued
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F_gur_ 33 16 mm Motion Picture Sequence, 32 frames/second
Type I, 1 X .001 inch mylar baffle, 0.88 seconds/cycle UT/D_I.80
F = 0.137
| I• , ,m _ -m
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frame#16 21
_. _7
Figure 33, continued
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Figure 33, continued
I ('3_Kkl_'l='rl MI,qFII _ & RPAC,¢" COMPANY,
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Frame #i 6 !i
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Figure 37 16 mmMotion Picture Sequence, 32 Frames/Second
Type I, 1 X .OO1 inch stainless steel baffle, 0.88 seconds/cycle
U2/D = 0.79, F = .00365
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Figure 37, continued
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frame _RI 36 41
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Figure 37, continue_
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( Figure 37, Continued
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Figure 41 16 r_.Motion Picture Sequence, 32 frames/second
Type I, i X .001 inch stainless steel baffle, 0.88 seconds/cycle
UT/D-- 1.80, F = .00365
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Figure _i, Continuel
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F!_ure 41, continued
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